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SEE IT THROUGH.

At CGU, we’ve been looking after Australians for over 160 years. 

Protecting tomorrow so you can enjoy today. So whether you need 

help to get back on your feet, rebuild your home or grow your 

business, you can be confident we’ll be here to help you see it through.

BACKED BY IAG

CGU is backed by IAG, the largest general insurer in Australia 

and New Zealand, with a growing presence in Asia. Our combined 

size and financial strength means you can be confident that we will 

be here for the long term, when you need us.
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BRAND ASSETS

COLOUR TONE

WIT
WARMTH

POSITIVITY

IMAGERY
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TONE

All CGU communications material should 
reflect wit, warmth and positivity in its tone. 

Wit allows us to be humourous, insightful and 
memorable in our communications. We are a 
modern, clever brand - and our work should 
always reflect this. 

Warmth is important as it demonstrates 
empathy with our customers. We should always 
try to talk with them, not at them. 

And positivity remains an essential ingredient 
in all of our material. Not just because we need 
to provide our customers surety in times of 
adversity, but because the certainty of CGU 
should give them the confidence to move 
forward in their lives.



1. IDENTITY
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POSITIVE REVERSED MONO

This is the Primary Logo, it is to be used at all times. 
The only exceptions are where there’s limited space or 
where a document is co-branded with one or more logos, 
in which case we use the secondary logo with no tagline. 
The Primary Logo should never be recreated or altered 
in any way. It is fixed and cannot be changed.

PRIMARY LOGO
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CLEAR SPACE MINIMUM SIZE

Minimum size 25mm for print.

Minimum size 85 pixels for web.

25mm

The height of the ‘U’ should be the same measurement as the exclusion zone 
around the logo.

Use of the Secondary Logo (without the See It Through lock up) must be approved 
by the CGU Brand team.

Refer to Section 1 Identity  > Secondary logo

CLEAR SPACE AND MINIMUM SIZE
Clear space and minimum size are important as they 
maintain clarity and presence of the brand. Clear space 
applies to the area around the logo lockup, which must 
be void of intruding copy, other logos or graphics.
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This logo is only to be used where there is limited space or 
where a document is co-branded with one or more logos. 
It is fixed and cannot be changed. The CGU Brand team 
can provide guidance on when to use this logo.

Refer to Section 3 Marketing Collateral  > CGU Logo and co-branded/partner logo placement

SECONDARY LOGO

POSITIVE REVERSED MONO
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CLEAR SPACE MINIMUM SIZE

Minimum size 10mm for print.

Minimum size 35 pixels for web.

10mm

CLEAR SPACE AND MINIMUM SIZE
Clear space and minimum size are important as they 
maintain clarity and presence of the brand. Clear space 
applies to the area around the logo, which must be void 
of intruding copy, other logos or graphics.
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LOGOS INCORRECT USAGE
It is essential that the Primary and Secondary logos 
are used correctly and consistently in all applications. 
If they’re not, then the impact and recognition of the 
CGU brand will become compromised.

It is important that the CGU logos are only ever 
reproduced using the master artwork and that the 
instructions for its use are adhered to at all times.

Below outlines the incorrect use of the CGU logo.

SEE IT THROUGH

Never colour the logo

Never use on non brand 
designated colours* 

Never stretch the logo

Never use on photographic 
backgrounds*

Never rearrange the logo elements Never change the fonts 

*Brand approval can be given for reversed or mono logos to be 
used on non brand colours and/or photographic backgrounds.
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POSITIVE REVERSED MONO

The CGU brand will be increasingly linked to the new 
IAG brand. Where appropriate, the backed by IAG logo 
will appear near to the CGU logo on marketing material. 
See page 13, Section 3 Marketing Collateral and 
Section 4 PDS for details.

BACKED BY IAG LOCK UP
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CLEAR SPACE MINIMUM SIZE

Minimum width 12mm for print.

Minimum width 34 pixels for web.

12mm

The top of the ‘g’ diameter should be the same measurement around the logo.

CLEAR SPACE AND MINIMUM SIZE
Clear space and minimum size are important as they 
maintain clarity and presence of the brand. Clear space 
applies to the area around the logo lockup, which must 
be void of intruding copy, other logos or graphics.
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RELATIVE SIZE
The backed by IAG logo should equal the cap height of 
the ‘CGU SEE IT THROUGH’ logo that it appears near.
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PLACEMENT
The ‘backed by IAG’ logo should always sit below the 
CGU logo. This defines the hierarchy on the page and 
ensures IAG never over powers the CGU brand. 

Refer to sections 3 and 4 for examples.

If you are unsure if your design needs the ‘backed by 
IAG logo’, please contact the CGU Brand Team. 

Insurer
Insurance Australia Limited 
ABN 11 000 016 722 AFSL 227681 
trading as CGU Insurance.

X
X
X

PLACEMENT OPTION A

The backed by IAG logo is positioned under the CGU logo on:

• PDSs – back cover

• Booklets – back cover

• Brochures – back cover

• Forms – back cover/last page

• Flyers - last page

PLACEMENT OPTION B

ADD A DIVIDER STROKE WHEN TEXT IS PLACED BESIDE THE ‘BACKED BY IAG’ LOGO

The backed by IAG logo is positioned to the far left of the CGU logo on:

• Advertisements

• Posters

• If space restricts use of Option A

• If insurer details are absent

Insurance Australia Limited ABN 11 000 016 722 AFSL 227681
trading as CGU Insurance.

Travel insurance is issued by Insurance Australia Limited 
ABN 11 000 016 722 AFSL 227681 trading as CGU Insurance. 
This is general advice only and does not take into account 
your individual objectives, financial situation or needs 
(‘your personal circumstances’). 

A   Divider 
The height is 7/8 diameter of the IAG circle. 
The stroke width is 0.5pt. 
Align to the vertical centre ofthe IAG circle. 
Position right 1 x Y from the IAG circle.

B   One or two lines of text 
Align first line to the bottom of ‘backed by’. 
Position right 2 x Y from the IAG circle.

C   Three or more lines of text 
Align to the vertical centre of the IAG circle. 
Position right 2 x Y from the IAG circle.

Y = CLEAR SPACE AS LISTED ON PAGE 12

A B

C

Y Y

A   Standard placement - 
can be lower if required

B   Highest placement
A

B
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LOGOS INCORRECT USAGE 
It is essential that the CGU Logo and back by IAG logos 
are used correctly and consistently in all applications. 
If they’re not, then the impact and recognition of the CGU 
and IAG brands will become compromised.

It is important that the logos are only ever reproduced 
using the master artwork and that the instructions for 
its use are adhered to at all times.

Below outlines the incorrect use of the CGU logo.

SEE IT THROUGH

BACKED BY 

Never combine the logos

Never use on non brand 
designated colours

Never stretch the logos

Never use on photographic 
backgrounds

Never rearrange the logo elements 

Never change the fonts 
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PMS COOL GRAY 11
CMYK 0, 0, 0, 70
RGB 109, 110, 113
HEX 6D6E71

PMS 361
CMYK 69, 0, 100, 0
RGB 11, 171, 71
HEX 0BAB47

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

PMS 7741
CMYK 76, 4, 100, 21 
RGB 68, 136, 62
HEX 44883E

PMS 382 
CMYK 28, 0, 100, 0 
RGB 196, 214, 1
HEX C4D600

PMS PROCESS CYAN
CMYK 100, 0, 0, 0
RGB 0, 159, 223
HEX 009FDF

The CGU colours have been chosen to represent the 
brand in the most dynamic, striking and consistent way.
CGU colours have been chosen from one side of the  
colour spectrum to create a harmony.

Only the colours listed below can be used.

All printed documents should use either the CYMK or PMS 
breakdowns. All digital/on screen work should use either  
the RGB or HEX.

PMS 308
CMYK 100, 18, 8, 50
RGB 0, 88, 124
HEX 00587C

COLOURS
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PMS -
CMYK 0, 0, 0, 35
RGB 177, 179, 182
HEX B1B3B6

PMS 361 AT 85%
CMYK 59, 0, 85, 0
RGB 79, 185, 94
HEX 4FB95E

TINTS
Tints of the primary colours can be used in all applications.  
If using tints, the below breakdowns must be used to  
maintain brand consistency.

PRIMARY TINTS DARKER TINTS

PMS -
CMYK 0, 0, 0, 15
RGB 220, 221, 222
HEX DCDDDE

PMS -
CMYK 0, 0, 0, 5
RGB 241, 242, 242
HEX F1F2F2

PMS 361 AT 70%
CMYK 48, 0, 70, 0
RGB 118, 194, 109
HEX 76C26D

PMS 361 AT 50%
CMYK 35, 0, 50, 0
RGB 170, 214, 156
HEX AAD69C

PMS -
CMYK 0, 0, 0, 90
RGB 65, 64, 66
HEX 414042

PMS -
CMYK 69, 0, 100, 25
RGB 15, 142, 69
HEX 0F8E45R
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COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE POLICY
FEATURES AND BENEFITS – COMPARISON CHART

It is important that you read the CGU Commercial Motor Vehicle Insurance Product Disclosure Statement and Policy to 
gain a full understanding of the new design and coverage off ered.

WHAT’S CHANGED ? OLD – C0002 REV15 12/13 NEW – C0002 REV17 5/14

Definition – Dangerous Goods Defi nition refers to the Aust Code for 
the Transport of Dangerous Goods 
but also lists specifi c goods relating 
to fl ashpoints, fl ammable gases, etc.

Defi nition now refers to substances 
or items classifi ed in the relevant 
Aust Codes for the Transport of 
Explosives or Dangerous Goods. 
Wording aligned with Fleet.

Definition – Personal Effects Clothing or personal eff ects 
excluding fi rearms, mobile phones, 
money, jewellery, etc. Cover limited 
to $1,000.

Now includes tools used in 
connection with Insured business. 
Excludes mobile electronic devices, 
money, jewellery, etc. Cover limited 
to $1,000.

Section 1 – Damage to or Theft of Your Vehicle

Automatic Additions Sedans, wagons, utes, vehicles up to 
2 tonne carrying capacity up to 
$100,000.

Now increased to $250,000 with 
no limitation on vehicle type.

Completion of Journey Cover provided up to $1,500 if 
accident occurs more than 150km 
from where the vehicle is usually 
garaged.

Limit remains at $1,500 however 
radius reduced to 100km from 
garaging address.

Disabled Driver Modifications Cover provided up to $3,000. Limit increased to $5,000.

Emergency Repairs Cover provided up to $1,000. Limit increased to $2,000.

Emergency Services Costs Cover provided up to $5,000. Limit increased to $20,000.

Employees Vehicles Cover provided up to $15,000. Limit increased to $25,000 and 
removed the requirement that the 
Insured’s vehicle is being repaired 
or serviced.

Funeral Expenses Cover provided up to $5,000. Limit increased to $10,000.

Hire Vehicle Following Fire & Theft Cover provided for Theft only, for up 
to 21 days limited to $2,000, for 
vehicles up to 2 tonne carrying 
capacity.

Now includes Fire, and limit increased 
to $2,500 in total with no daily limit 
and now includes vehicles up to 5 
tonne carrying capacity.

Lease or Hire Purchase Payout Cover provided for leases only up to 
20% of market value for vehicles up 
to 2 tonne carrying capacity.

Limit increased to 25% with no 
limitation on vehicle type.  Now 
includes Hire Purchase.

Insurer
Insurance Australia Limited
ABN 11 000 016 722 AFSL 227681 
trading as CGU Insurance.

Coverage of colour on a pageCorrect ratio of primary colour to secondary colour on all branded artwork. 

1.  Secondary colours are mainly used to highlight information and must never be greater than 1% of the 
CGU green area on an execution. This is to prevent the secondary colour overpowering and diluting brand. 

2.  Ensure that CGU green or grey doesn’t cover 
an entire page. The border must be included.

1%

USING COLOURS
It is very important that CGU use colour consistently 
across all communication executions for brand 
recognition. To prevent dilution of the new CGU 
brand look, no secondary colour should ever 
compete with the primary colours. 

CGU Green and CGU Grey should be used to the 
correct specifications to maintain a consistent look and 
feel. To own green and grey across all branding, below 
are simple rules to follow.

Your insurance adviser is

Insurer
CGU Insurance Limited
ABN 27 004 478 371
AFSL 238291

CONTACT DETAILS
Enquiries 13 24 81 
Claims 13 24 80

Mailing address
GPO Box 9902 in your capital city

Sydney
388 George Street
Sydney NSW 2000 

Melbourne
181 William Street
Melbourne VIC 3000

Brisbane
189 Grey Street
South Bank QLD 4101

Perth
46 Colin Street
West Perth WA 6005 

Adelaide
80 Flinders Street
Adelaide SA 5000

CGU.COM.AU

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
  R

E
V

X
 X

/X
X

Steadfast Group Limited
ABN 98 073 659 677
AFS Licence No. 254928

Insurer
Insurance Australia Limited
ABN 11 000 016 722 AFSL 227681 
trading as CGU Insurance.
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GOTHAM
Gotham Condensed Bold is the typeface used for titles 
and headlines and is used in upper case. Titles and 
headlines should be written concisely, keeping in mind 
the tone of wit, warmth and positivity.

Gotham Book is the main typeface used for body copy. 
Body copy size is 8.5pt with -20 Tracking for 
documents up to A3.

Minimum size is 6pt for disclaimers.

HEADLINE TYPEFACE - GOTHAM CONDENSED BOLD

BODY COPY – Gotham Book

PRIMARY TYPEFACE

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0       @ # $ % & * ( ) _ +

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z     
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  @ # $ % & * ( ) _ +

PLEA
SE N

OTE Only Product Disclosure Statements utilise Helvetica Neue in 
internal pages headings and body copy.
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FUTURA AND HELVETICA
Due to technical restrictions, Gotham fonts aren’t suitable 
for use online.

Futura Condensed Bold is the typeface used for headings 
online. No other weights should be used. 

Helvetica is the typeface used for body copy. 

For all other forms of digital advertising, 
Gotham is the primary font.

WEBSITE TYPEFACES

HEADLINE TYPEFACE - FUTURA CONDENSED BOLD

BODY COPY - Helvetica

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ    1234567890  @#$%&*(  )_+

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z     
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  @ # $ % & * ( ) _ +
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ARIAL
For internal documents eg. documents created with Word 
or Powerpoint, Arial should be used. Arial Bold, Arial 
Narrow Bold and Arial Italic are the only other weights to 
be used. Arial Narrow Bold is to be used for headings only.

Body copy size is 11pt. Heading size is 14pt.

Minimum size is 8pt.

ALTERNATIVE TYPEFACE

BODY COPY - Arial Regular

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  @ # $ % & * ( ) _ +

PLEA
SE N

OTE Only documents created within CGU utilise the Arial typefaces.

HEADLINE TYPEFACE - ARIAL NARROW BOLD

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ   1234567890 @#$%&*( )_+
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PHOTOGRAPHY
TIER 1 IMAGES – HERO
The photography style reflects the warmth and optimisim 
of the CGU brand. As such, the talent who appear in the 
images should be presented naturally and posing 100% 
to camera. This style is to be used in ‘feature’ positions 
such as document covers, pull-up banners or advertising.

Tier 1 images utilise a ‘treatment effect’. 
See page 25 for treatment steps.

PLEA
SE N

OTE Images are treated differently for use on 
web, please contact the CGU Brand team 
for further direction.
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TIER 2 IMAGES – ENVIRONMENTAL
The talent should always be concentrating on a task as 
though we’re observing them going about their business. 
This style is to be used in trade specific pieces. The 
photography style reflects the warmth and positivity of 

the CGU brand. As such, the talent who appear in the images 
should be presented naturally and not pose 100% to camera. 

Tier 2 can images utilise a ‘treatment effect’. See page 25 
for treatment steps.
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TIER 3 IMAGES – PRODUCT
Tier 3 images are ‘supporting’ images, They are to be 
abstract, product based and should not show any people. 
A shallow depth of field should be used to help the 
product stand out. They are for internal pages of 
brochures and subsequent web pages and not to be 

used for feature locations such as brochure covers or 
advertising. These images should not have the Tier 1 
Tier 2 image treatment applied. 
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IMAGE TREATMENT STEPS TIER 1 AND 2

Step 1.  Duplicate the background layer and 
contour the talent from the background.

Step 2.  Desaturate the talent by approximately 
10%.

Step 3.  Desaturate the background layer by 
approximately 50%. The background 
should not be completely black and 
white.

Note.  There are alternate typography options 
for headlines to ensure they are legible 
on image backgrounds.

Original image Original image

Treated image. Treated image including Step 4
PLEA

SE N
OTE When choosing an image for a portrait format 

design, please choose portrait images.
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HOW NOT TO TREAT AN IMAGE

Don’t completely desaturate the background

Don’t completely desaturate the background

Don’t over saturate the talent

Don’t use full colour images

Don’t completely desaturate the image

Don’t completely desaturate the image
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Step 2.
If the headline isn’t legible 
through the circle, lighten the 
background further by adding 
a large soft white brush behind 
the text. This should be isolated 
to the background and should 
not affect the talent.

Step 1.
Contour and lighten the image 
as per the steps on page 25.

HEADLINE
GOES HERE 
SEE IT THROUGH

HEADLINE
GOES HERE 
SEE IT THROUGH

HEADING LEGIBILITY
If the headline is not legible due to the image showing 
through the circle, lighten the section of the image that 
is behind the circle.
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The CGU background texture is to be used on all CGU 
artwork where possible. The texture is used to frame 
images and hold the baseplate logo area.

When the CGU background texture cannot be used, 
8% black or 8% PMS Cool Grey 11, should be used.
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CGU BACKGROUND TEXTURE
The CGU background texture is to be used on all CGU artwork 
where possible. The texture is used to frame images, hold the 
baseplate logo area. When the CGU background texture cannot 
be used, 8% black should be used.

EXAMPLE OF HOW TEXTURE IS USEDBACKGROUND TEXTURE

Magnified view of texture.
Texture grain should always run horizontally.

YOU HAVE A VISION.
WE’LL HELP YOU
SEE IT THROUGH.

Successful relationships are built on trust. Customers have to trust their brokers, 
and brokers have to trust that the insurers they recommend will perform as 
promised. At CGU, we’re committed to working with you to understand and 
deliver on your customers’ needs. So whether they’re opening or expanding 
a business, or recovering from a loss event, you can count on us to help your 
customers see it through. For more information, visit cgu.com.au 

An example of the application of texture to artwork

Background texture

Magnified view of texture

CGU BACKGROUND TEXTURE

Insurance issued by Insurance Australia Limited 
ABN 11 000 016 722 AFSL 227681 trading as CGU Insurance.
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USING THE CGU CIRCLE ELEMENTS

YOU HAVE A VISION.
WE’LL HELP YOU
SEE IT THROUGH.

Successful relationships are built on trust. Customers have to trust their brokers, and brokers have to trust that the insurers 
they recommend will perform as promised. At CGU, we’re committed to working with you to understand and deliver on 
your customers’ needs. So whether they’re opening or expanding a business, or recovering from a loss event, you can 
count on us to help your customers see it through. For more information, visit cgu.com.au 

YOU HAVE A VISION.
WE’LL HELP YOU
SEE IT THROUGH.

Successful relationships are built on trust. Customers have to trust their brokers, 
and brokers have to trust that the insurers they recommend will perform as 
promised. At CGU, we’re committed to working with you to understand and 
deliver on your customers’ needs. So whether they’re opening or expanding 
a business, or recovering from a loss event, you can count on us to help your 
customers see it through. For more information, visit cgu.com.au 

EXAMPLES OF BEST PRACTICE USE OF THE CIRCLE ELEMENTS

Portrait artwork Landscape artwork Pull-up banner artwork

A border must be visible on all marketing collateral. 
The border can be created by using the textured 
background, images, white space or colour boxes.

The border width is always 2% of the document/file width.

There will be instances where the border cannot be used 
due to print restrictions eg. PDS covers and business cards. 

Email/web banner: The border is created using and image and a grey box.

Press advertisement: The border is created using image and cropped circle

THE BORDER

Insurance issued by Insurance Australia Limited ABN 11 000 016 722 AFSL 227681 trading as CGU Insurance.
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IAG has become forward facing for the first time. In light 
of this we have evolved the CGU look and feel to sit inline 
with IAG’s vibrant & engaging branding.

BRAND EVOLUTION

 CGU SEE IT THROUGH  guidelines    page 20

BRAND EVOLUTION
IAG has become forward facing for the first time. In light of this 
we have evolved the CGU look and feel to sit inline with IAG’s 
vibrant & engaging branding.

REFRESH PRESS ADEXISTING PRESS AD

YOU HAVE A VISION.
WE’LL HELP YOU
SEE IT THROUGH.

Successful relationships are built on trust. Customers have to trust their brokers, 
and brokers have to trust that the insurers they recommend will perform as 
promised. At CGU, we’re committed to working with you to understand and 
deliver on your customers’ needs. So whether they’re opening or expanding 
a business, or recovering from a loss event, you can count on us to help your 
customers see it through. For more information, visit cgu.com.au 

YOU HAVE A VISION.
WE’LL HELP YOU
SEE IT THROUGH.

Successful relationships are built on trust. Customers have to trust their brokers, 
and brokers have to trust that the insurers they recommend will perform as 
promised. At CGU, we’re committed to working with you to understand and 
deliver on your customers’ needs. So whether they’re opening or expanding 
a business, or recovering from a loss event, you can count on us to help your 
customers see it through. For more information, visit cgu.com.au 
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ABOUT CGU INSURANCE
Located in the heart of Gatton, Quest Insurance 
Services has a dedicated team of specialists who 
can assist you on a wide range of personal and 
commercial insurance products.

Our unique approach has simplifi ed the process 
of putting you in a knowledgeable position to 
take control of your insurance requirements 
regardless of your situation. Our quality advice 
is timely, professional and easy to access.

Our culture is based on core values of integrity, 
respect, commitment and teamwork. We 
understand that little things count for so much.

WHY USE CGU INSURANCE?
An insurance broker’s foremost duty is to his or her client 
– they work for you.

An insurance broker can save you time, money and worry. 
Just like an accountant or lawyer who provides you 
with professional advice, insurance brokers are qualifi ed, 
regulated and monitored by ASIC to ensure you receive 
the most accurate, appropriate advice for your needs.

When arranging insurance, many people take shortcuts 
without seeking the proper advice, understanding the 
fi ne print or considering whether they are getting value 
for money. Often they end up with cover they don’t need 
and, even worse, without the cover they really need.

CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
At CGU we know that an insurance policy only goes to 
work for your business when you have a claim. That’s 
why we ensure our claims service is second to none.

Claims can be lodged over the phone or in writing. 
Your insurance advisor can help you lodge your claim 
and manage the process with you.

Our approach is to pay all valid claims as quickly as we 
can and to work with you and your insurance broker to 
manage your business risk moving forward.

OUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

We can off er you a tailored insurance solution that is 
designed to meet the needs of Australian small-to-
medium sized businesses.

Whether you are a retailer, manufacturer, service provider 
or trade, the CGU Business package can be tailored to 
meet your business needs.

It provides wide-ranging protection for your business 
under one easy-to-read policy and with ability to combine 
10 individual insurance covers, you design a package to 
best meet your specifi c business requirements.

KEY FEATURES

• Tailor your insurance solution to best meet your 
individual business needs, regardless of business 
size and type.

• Provides wide ranging business insurance 
protection for your business under one policy.

• You build your customised policy from 10 
individual covers:

1. Property

2. Business Interruption

3. Theft and Money

4. Glass

5. Broadform Liability

6. Employee Dishonesty

7. Machinery Breakdown

8. Computers and electronic equipment

9. General Property

10. Tax Investigation

CGU – INSURING AUSTRALIANS FOR 160 YEARS
CGU has been protecting the Australian way of life 
for 160 years and has a proud tradition of supporting 
businesses through diffi  cult times.

CGU is one of Australia’s largest intermediary-based 
insurers and is supported by a nationwide network 
of local insurance professionals with an extensive 
regional presence. CGU provides a comprehensive 
range of market-leading products for small to 
medium businesses.

At CGU we know that you, our customer, are the 
foundation of our business. We pride ourselves 
on outstanding customer assistance, with all CGU 
products and services supported by a 24/7 claims 
lodgement service.

Today CGU is a part of Insurance Australia Group (IAG), 
Australasia’s leading general insurance group and a top-
50 company on the Australian Stock Exchange.

Our partnership with a specialist broker such as Quest 
Insurance Services provides you with peace of mind 
when it comes to your insurance needs.

PRESS AD DL BROCHURE

Insurance issued by Insurance Australia Limited 
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BREAKDOWN OF EVOLUTION
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PHOTOGRAPHIC TALENT

The previous guidelines had the hero talent always looking 
away from camera. This technique has proven to be a 
little redundant within the campaign material we’ve been 
running to date. Having talent engaging with the camera 
will add more vibrancy and life to the photography.

SATURATION OF PHOTOGRAPHY

We can subtly lift the saturation of the talent and 
background to add more vibrancy but retain the look of 
the campaign.

TALENT INTERACTION WITH ARTWORK

By breaking the imagery up over layers and having some 
graphical elements moving behind the talent, we are 
giving the imagery a fresh, modern feel.

CIRCLE DEVICE

Previously only used in broker 
communications. 

We’ve incorporated this device 
across all comms to add more 

colour and create more consistency 
with the IAG corporate guidelines.

SECONDARY COLOUR

We introduce a secondary colour 
into the images (yellow tint) to 

compliment our hero colour and 
add more interest to the artwork.

IAG CO-BRANDING

Moving forward, all CGU 
communications to feature the 

‘Backed by IAG’ messaging, 
excluding smaller formats.

OPACITY OF SHAPES

By making green circular shapes slightly 
opaque by applying the Multiply blending 

affect, we’ve made the artwork more modern 
and distinct.

Insurance issued by Insurance Australia Limited 
ABN 11 000 016 722 AFSL 227681 trading as CGU Insurance.
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The CGU cropped circle element is our main graphic 
device with the secondary circle used to create the 
connection with IAG. The cropped circle’s primary 
use is to house headlines and key messages.

THE CGU CIRCLE ELEMENTS

PLACING THE CIRCLE

Always place the CGU circle element in the  
top left corner of artwork. 
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PLACING HEADLINES

Headlines must always be 
left aligned. 

Headlines should sit slightly 
higher than the vertical 
centre (Y axis) of the CGU 
circle element. 
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Portrait artwork
Portrait strip ad or  

Pull-up banner artwork

When using images When no image used (eg: PDS documents)

Circle must not exceed 70% width  
of portrait artwork

70% 30%

Circle must not exceed 85% width  
of portrait artwork

85% 15%

50%

Circle must not  
exceed 50% depth  
of portrait artwork

USING THE CGU CROPPED CIRCLE
This page illustrates the relationship between the main 
circle graphic and the page size. It’s important to follow 
these guideline to maintain hierarchy between the circle 
and the imagery.
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Website carousel artwork

50% 40%10%

Circle must not exceed 50%   
of the total area.

Landscape artwork Landscape strip ad artwork

50%

35%

50%

65%

Circle must not exceed 50% width  
of landscape artwork

Circle must not exceed 35% width  
of landscape artwork
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Size percentage Overlap percentage

The secondary circle should be a 
maximum of 40% of the main circle There should be a maximum of 30% 

overlap on the main circle

40% 

30% 

100%

SECONDARY CGU CIRCLE ELEMENT
This page illustrates the relationship between the 
secondary circle and the cropped circle. By using these 
guidelines it assures the hierarchy all ways remains the 
same and secondary circle does not over power the 
layout.
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PMS 361
CMYK 69, 0, 100, 0
RGB 11, 171, 71
HEX 0BAB47

PMS 382 
CMYK 28, 0, 100, 0 
RGB 196, 214, 1
HEX C4D600

This overlap is created from both circles being set 
to the Multiply blending mode. It will vary slightly 
depending on the tone of the image it sits above. 

Both colours should be set to  
multiply at 100% opacity

USING THE CGU CIRCLE ELEMENTS
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EXAMPLES OF BEST PRACTICE
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EXAMPLES OF BEST PRACTICE USE OF THE CIRCLE ELEMENTS

Portrait artwork Landscape artwork Pull-up banner artwork

Portrait artwork

Landscape artwork

Pull-up banner artwork

YOU HAVE A VISION. 
WE’LL HELP YOU
SEE IT THROUGH.

Email/web banner

NB. Only use the circle when an image is used in the web/email banner.

Insurance issued by Insurance Australia Limited 
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Secondary placement option

Secondary circle option 1 Secondary circle option 2
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When the background 
is busy the circle can be 
placed over the talent to 
create depth

The secondary circle is used  
to fill some of the white 
space in the background. 

Secondary circle option 1 Secondary circle option 2

EXAMPLES OF BEST PRACTICE USE OF THE SECONDARY CIRCLE ELEMENT
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